
KoubaLink Installation Instructions 

Fits: 2013-up Honda CB500F/FA, CB500X/XA, & CBR500R/RA 
PN:  CB/R500-2 

CB/R500-2 link lowers the rear 1 3/8". 
 

1) Raise the rear of the motorcycle with a jack under the engine so the rear wheel is just slightly off the 
ground.  The best way is to tie the handle bars down to floor side mounts so the bike cannot tip over.  Be 
careful where you put the jack and try to get it towards the rear of the engine so you are mainly lifting the 
rear.  We use a wood 2 X 8 about 10" long on top of the jack.  Remove the two 17 mm nuts from the link 
mounting bolts (both 14 mm headed mounting bolts come in from the left) that hold the stock link to the 
mounting brackets.  Push both mounting bolts out the left side  *The swingarm may need to be raised 
slightly to allow the first bolt to slide out freely. 

2) The new link comes with only the bearings and seals, so install the center bearing sleeves from your 
OEM link into the new KoubaLink. Put some grease inside the Koubalink's bearings and also on the 
center sleeves before installing them in the KoubaLink.  Install the Koubalink by holding it up inside the 
front and rear mounting brackets with the grease fittings facing down, push the front mounting bolt in from 
the left side.  You will have to raise the swing arm slightly to allow the rear link eye to align with mounting 
clevis eyes before pushing the rear mounting bolt in.  You may want to pump some grease into the zerks 
now as sometimes tightening the mounting bolt nuts can seal the bearings too tight to allow the air to 
escape.  Install the 17 mm nuts on the mounting bolts and torque to approx. 40 lbs-ft.  

3) You can slide the fork tubes up a bit (maximum 1/2") to get more lowering but how much you need to 
slide them up will depend on the amount of rear race sag your running and how you prefer it to ride. We 
do not recommend sliding the fork tubes up on the models with the clip on bars.  Just keep in mind that 
lowering the rear more than the front slows the steering but makes it more stable on the striates and visa 
versa. 

*Disclaimer:  Raising or lowering the rear more than the front can change the geometry and could 
affect the handling, so be careful out there. 

If you like what the KoubaLinks do for your suspension, please tell everyone, if you do not, please 
tell us.  We can be contacted at our e-mail address below and are always interested in your 
questions or comments.   


